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ABSTRACT
The major thesis of this document is that the supply

of young manpower is growing at a record rate, the number of jobs is

not growing as rapidly as a few years ago, and this situation is more

critical for college educated manpower than for workers who have not
attended college. Action is needed now to assure that large numbers

of jobs are created which are consistent with national goals and
which are also appropriate to the capabilities of the increasing

supply of college graduates. Tables illustrate, with figures since
1960, the growth of the labor force, male graduates receiving
bachelor's and first professional degrees, the number of unemployed,
employment trends, employment offers to college graduates, and the

unemployment of white and nonwhite males age 20-24. Increasing the

number of jobs in public education would be the most desirable area

for enlarging the number of jobs for college graduates. Provision of

resource personnel and supportive professional services would require

the addition of more than 1001000 school librarians, at least 20,000

guidance personnel for elementary schools, and an unspecified number

of persons in other professional positions which need to be created

to give all students and teachers access to the services of qualified

practitioners in psychological, health, and social service

disciplines. (MIRQ
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FOREWORD.'

THE SIGNIFICANT INCREASE in the number of children born alter World
War II created a prolonged period of crisis in the nation's schools. Now this
same flood of increased numbers of people has reached the age of first-time
employment and the nation faces a crisis even greater than that facing the
schools beginning in 1953. This time it must be solved by creating appropri-
ate jobs instead of classrooms for these young people.

The National Education Association is calling attention to the urgent
need for immediate and long-term planning in order that the nation may take
advantage of the unprecedented opportunity to utilize the rapidly growing
supply of college educated manpower to accelerate its progress toward
national goals. The Association urges that action be taken immediately be-
cause current manpower polities do not reflect appropriate awareness of a
continuing annual growth in the number of young potential workers through-
out the 1970's.

DONALD E. MORRISON, President
National Education Association

NOTE
Because of the gravity of the national interests regarding
under-utilization of teachers and other college trained
personnel, the Task Force presents this brief statement of
the problem prior to the development of its final report
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Introduction

THIS BRIEF OVERVIEW of a critical probkm and opportunity facing our
nation is issued in the public interest by the National Education Association.
For the first time in many years the characteristics of Zhe new supply of
manpower arc considerably out of phase with 'Ale characteristics of employ-
ment opportunities. Because current announcements about manpower condi-
tions do not seem to reflect appropriate attention to the unusual characteris-
tics of young manpower, the following observations are presented to stimu-
late a new look and a revised course of action in national manpower policies.

The major theses of this document are that the supply of young man-
power is growing at a record rate, that the number of jobs is not growing as
rapidly as a few years ago, and that this situation io more critical for college
educated manpower than for workers who have not attended college. Accord-
ing to present trends, the country will under-utilize irlereasing numbers of
college educated people unless larger numbers of appropriate employment
opportunities are opened for college graduate&

The country needs to use its college educated manpower to accelerate
its progress toward the achieverm.tnt of national goals in education, welfare,
justice, transportation, housing, and many other areas. Action is needed now
to assure that large numbers of jobs are created which are consistent with
national goals and which also are appropriate to the capabilities of the in-
creasing supply of college graduates. Through this action the country may
make most efficient use of the resources it must invest if it is to attain full
employment, and if it is to receive the most productive return from the
investment already made in the college graduate. Creation of jobs to provide
employment for the people being displaced by more highly qualified college
graduates is not as effective or efficient a use of national resources as would
be the increase in the number of jobs which require application of the profes-
sional and technical skills acquired in college.

Manpower policies should reflect Alwareness of the unusual opportu-
nity now facing the country to make significant improvements in the quali-
ty and promise of life. Otherwise, the possibility of achieving our national
goals will continue to elude our grasp, and the quality of life and work wi
deteriorate for larger nuMbers of citizens who will become either aissatiSfied
with the jobs foi, which they are overly qualified or demoralized as the result
of having to accept a series of t`make-work" jobs created to reduce unemploy-.

ment among those who have been , isplaced by overly ,qualified college
graduates.



Growth of the Labor Supply
As a result of the sharp increase in the number of children born eack

year beginning in 1947, the number of young adults has been growing at
unprecedented rates each year since about 1967. The number of college
graduates reflected this population wave in its rapid growth in 1969 and
1970.

The number of young people rea-'7 for initial entry into the labor
market will continue to rise to record levels each year until the early 1980's
as a result of the annual increases in the numbers of children born between
1951 and 1961. Also, the gradual increase in the proportion of college-age
people who complete the bachelor's degree is resulting in a higher rate of
growth in coll-ege graduates than in the young adult population.

The supply of college graduates has been changing also in its composi-
tion as larger, numbers of women complete this level of preparation before
seeking entry into the labor force. The projected number of women college
graduates in 1972 will be as large as the total college graduation class of 1960.

Because our society expects most mcin to enter the labor force, it is
possible to project a fairly precise estimate of the potential numbers of men
who are likely to be interested in employment. The rate of participation in
the labor force by women is influenced by several factors, and typically it has
been lower than that among men. Recent changes in these factorS indicate a
higher potential rate of participation in the labor force by women now and in

TABLE GROWTH OF THE LABOR .FORCE 1960-1980

1960 72,104,000 48,933,000 4,939,000
1965 77,177,000 '50,946,000 5,926,000
1970 . . . 85,903,000 54,343,000 7,378,000
1975 . . . . 92,792,000 58,876,000 8;1.24,000'
1980 %., . '. . .. . 100,727,000 63,612,000, 8,795,000

. _ URCE: U.S. Department Of' LabOr, 'Bureau. of abor Statistics.
a di Force Projections to 1.985.',SpeCial Labor Force. eport No. 119.

'.' C. '''...

i

orted in: U.S. Department,' Of COMMeree; BUreauOf ensu.s. ,- tatisticcd-
stiact of the United States, '197L 92nd edition.'Table 328,:page

. ...



TABLE 2.MALE GRADUATES RECEIVING THE BACHELOR'S
AND FIRST PROFESSIONAL DEGREE, 1960-1975

Year Male graduates
1 2

1960 252,996
1961 252,976
1962 259,376
1963 271,721
1964 296,501
1965 316,088
1966 328,853
1967 353,351
1968 390,507
1969 444,380
1970 4,84,174
1971 est 501,000
1972 est 520,000
1973 est 539,000.
1974 est S'io f 551,000
1975 est 577,000

SOURCE: U.S. Office of Education, Projeetions of Erlueational Statis-
tics unpublished table for the period 1959-60 to 1980-81.

the future. This rate may increase more rapidly in a time of labor ::,,irortages
than in a' time of labor surpluses.

Because assumptions about labor force participation have a major influ-
ence upon estimates of the supply of applicants and the level of 'unemplov-,.ment, evidences of major trends in labor supOy . and' utilization may be
sOftened or hidden through 'use of.yarious assumptions- about the labor force
participation of women.

,

, The sketchy' information available about e J°D 'Parket for college
graduates in 1972 is directed almost 'entirely to conditions affecting male

; . ; . r

graduates. Because of this liMitation in cUrrent data, ,and. because analyses
beyond the,,scope of this document' -would be needed 'tc, review Conditions
ertaining to women yorke,L.s, the ft:Afowing summaries to, a great'exterit are

based on conditions aftecti,ng oply..male
. ., ,... .

(t.,±,c-pc'ettipp. , that ,711e,dries it.01,1we,arri7ana, weg? , ea
that if thc .treu r l ".'f 'M 'le tcbolli 'e gt oeassumc

. .
rsuppry,Of jobs or



graduates, the sartic: trend probably is applicable to female college graduates
to an equal or greater extent.

The U. S. Bureau of Census has estimated that the total population
aged 20-24 will grow from 17,176,000 in 1970 to 19,384,000 in 1975, and to
21,024,000 in 1980. The total population aged 30 to 64 years of age is
expected to grow from 76,563,000 in 1970 to 80,011,000 in 1975, and to
86,370,000 in 1980 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, Projections of the Popula-
tion of the United States by Age and Sex: 1970 to 2020. Series P25, No. 470,
November 1971, pages 31-33).

The summary in Table 1 shows the size and growth of the total labor
force and the male labor force between 1960 and 1980 as projected by the
U.S. Department of Labor. These figures show that the total male labor force
is expected to increase bv 4.5 million between 1970 and 1975 coinpared with
a growth of 2.0 million between 1960 and 1965, and 3.4 million between
1965 and 1970. Also, 3.2 million Of the 9.9 million growth in the male labor
force between 1960 and 1975 is among those age 20 to 24.

The summary of growth in the numbecs of male college graduates re-
ceiving the bachelor's and first professional degree since 1960, Table 2, Shows
that the estimated 1971 graduating class contains almost twice as many male
graduates as the 1960 class. The number of males graduating increased by
94,000 between 1968 and 1970.

Growth in Employment
The number of persons employed each year since 1_960 provides a

review of the recent trends in the growth of employment opportunities. Table
3 shows the number of employed workers in the civilian labor force, the
number of employed male workers, the average annual number of males
employed in white-collar jobs, and the average number of nia!es employed in
professional and te,c:hnical occupations since 1960.

Beginning in 1970 the annual growth in both the total number of
employed persons and in the number of employed males has been less than
half as large as the numbers added each of the preceding four years. A similar
reduction in the growth of the number of male employees in white-collar jobs
occurred in 1971 when the increase in the number of employees was less than
one-fourth as large as the numbers observed in each of ;the preceding five
years. The number of male employees in professional-tech.iical'occupations
increased by on1); 90,000 betWeen 1969. and 1970. This is less than ,One-thirCi
as large as the annual growth during each of the three preceding years. Be-
tween 1970 'and 1971 the number of male emplOyees in these ocCupations
decreased bY 104,000 persons.

The December data show the possibility of a trend toward a slightly
greater increase in the total number emPloYed in 1972 than in 1971, but the
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TABLE 3.-NUMBER EMPLOYED, 1960 TO 1971

Year

Number of persons employ-
in civilian labor force,

age 16 and over (000's)

Number of males age 16
and over employed in:

White-collar Professional
jobs (000's) and technical

jobs f000's)
Total Male

2 3 4 5

1960 65,778 16,423 4,766

1965 71,088 46,340 17,746 5,596
1966 72,895 46,919 18,094 5,836
1967 . .... . . . 74,372 47,479 1.8,527 6,183
1968 75,920 48,114 19,117 6,449
1969 77,902 48,818 19,574 6,751
1970 78,627 48,960 20,054 6,841
1971 79,120 49,245 20,138 6,737

1970.(Dec.) 78,515 413340 20;239 6,866
1971 (Dec.) . . . 86,188 49,164 20,189 .6;972

SOURCE: U.S. Department
Ernplo3;veS :and Earnings; January
36, and 129.

U.S.:Department of Labor
1970, page 225.

of Labor, Buceau of Labor Statistics.
1972 Tables A-1 and A-2, piges 23, 24,

increase does not seem likely to be larger than the growth reported each year
between 1965 and -1969. Also, these data suggest the posSibility that growth
in numbers 'of emplOyees in the other classifications will not be much larger
than if as large as, the increases last year.

There is evidence that when there is a general surplus cif labor,
college graduates are more likely .:to Qbtain emplo);tnent than are' non-eollege
graduates. Unless considerable a chtional inforrnati n is obtained,

,about the
characteristics of jobS taken by college graduates, it is a Tost invos koki to
estiinate the eicl"-ene that ihese grduates are displacing 'non.-graduates.,!n_ jobs
normally,. not filled by college gra uates.

Two anriu'ai studies- .6f -. employment and sa ary offers to prospective
college tra'duates proVi e a limitcd picture of, che trends in job opporturuties
in occupations n°rmallir- requiring e.ii'acheior'S,dea'ree.f'Pri,ePYY:°
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ing is a summary of the findings of the Endicott surveys of policy and
practice in the employment of college and university graduates in business
and industry. The survey has included varying numbers of well-known com-
panies from all parts of the country. Most of these companies participate in
the survey each year.

The survey (Table 4) shows a decrease in the number of companies
which report the hiring of college graduates and plans to employ college
graduates during the past two years. The number employed last year (1971) is
less than half the number reported the previous year both in the total number
employed and in the average number employed by each participating com-
pany. The expected growth in number to be employed in 1972 is not as large
as the expectations reported each year between 1965 and 1969.

The College Placement Council iFsues an annual report summarizing the
actual offers to male bachelor's degree graduates made by business anti in-
dustrial firms to varying numbers of representative colleges and universities

TABLE 4.EMPLOYMENT TRENDS REPORTED BY
THE ENDICOTT SURVEYS

Year

Number of graduates Average numbers
To .be To be

Number of Employed employ ed in Employed employed in
companies last year current year last year current year

1960 202 14,511 17 259 71 8 85.4

1965 196 11,102 13,022 56.6 66.4
1966 204 9,971 13,542 48.9 66.4
1967 182 13,932 21,251 76.5 116.8
1968 193 18,1.48 22,826 94-0 118.3
1969 183 6,615 20,237 90.8 110.6
1970 181 21,219 23,757 17. 131.3
1971 168 0,225 .17,334 6.- 03.
1972 160 9,667, 10,700 1 0. 66.

SOOKCE: Endicott, Frank: S. i trends in Employment o College ,an
,.

Untverszty 'Graduates En Business and Industry, wenty-Sixth Annual Report.
Evanston Ili.: the Author (Director of Placement Northwestern University)
December 1971 and previous years.

Coltithns 5 and 6 computed by NEA Research ',vision.



TAliLE 5.EMPLOYMENT OFFERS TO COLLEGE GRADUATES REPORT
OF THE COLLEGE PLACEMENT COUNCIL'

Year*
Number of
institutions

Number of beginning offers
to male graduates with

bachelor's degree, January

Average number
of beginning offers

per institution
41 2 3

1961 . . . 61 1,409 23.1

1963 . . . 91 2,032 22.3

1967 . . . 116 3,130 27.0

1969 . - - 135 3 019 22.4
1970 . . . 141 2 405 17.1
1971 . . 140 1,339 9.6
1972 . . 145 1,157 8.0

SOURCE: The College Placement Council. Men's Salary Survey. A
study of 1971-72 Beginning Offers by Business and Industry, Report No. 1,
January 1972, and previous surveys in the series. Bethlehem, Pa.

Column 4 calculated by the NEA Research DiviGion.
*Data for years not shown not available to Task Force at time of

writing.

throughout the country. The total number of offers reported in 1972 (Table
5) is only half as large as the number reported in 1970, and slightly more-than
one-third as large as the numbers reported in 1967 anda969.

Some of the other studies or announcements reporting recent reduc-
tions in the number of jobs open to college irraduates have included: the
estimated drop of 15,700 positions for'beginmng teachers between 1970 and
1971 Which was reported by the NEA- Research Division.in 11,,S Preliminary
Announcement_ of Teacher Supply and Demand in Public Schools, 1971-72;
report by the Anierican Chemical Society in The Washington:Post on Novem-
ber 3, .1971, that 75 pereent of university chemistry graduates in,1971 failed
o find full-time employment; and_ the',-report by the Michigan State Universi-

.Placement Bureau that it arranged interVieW schedules' with. -prosPective
empioyers for 2,308 graduates two years ago, 1,761 for.last year, and recent-
ly noted a decrease .of 4.8 percent in expected job openings for bachelor s
degree candidates ,this year .(Higher Education -and National Affairs, January i
15 and December 17, 197,1 )., ,. ..

,

k Ats.1.41,-.01.4.G1,..i.W....0.44-4,,,711..--41,65:S44,,,s7:LR.....,-Vi..,,.."244- ..1....,.......6gAtneR,..Fai401..- _A si+7.14,.........,...-br.f,15.7.-.:a.....,:fian......



Trendsin Supp6, o and Demand for
College Educated Workers

Tables 1 through 5 have shown the recent trends toward larger numbers
of college graduates and workers agrva 20-24, the trends toward decreased
employment opportunities in occupations normally requiring college prepara-
tion, and the limited evidence that employers in business and industry are not
seeking college graduates to the extent observed in recent years.

These facts point to the likelihood that the enlarging group of persons
aged 20-24, is having greater difficulty _ m locating employment, and that
college gradikates, if they seek employment, are likely to be displacing large
numbers of non-college graduates from jobs which would normally be open
to them.

Table 6 shows the numbers of unemployed males age 20-24 and the
unemployment rate for this group during December of the past six years.
Duripg the past four years the number of unemployed males age 20-24 has
alinost tripled, and the rate of unt:nployment in this age group has more than
doubled to where now almost 1 male in 10 in this age group is unemployed.
Among nonwhite males in the age group, 1 in 6 is currently unemployed.

TABLE 6;---UNEMPLOYMENT OF WHITE AND-NONWHITE MALES
AGE 20-24; DECEMBER 1966 TOROUGH DECEMBER-1971:

Total White Nonwhite .

Ycar.:. Persons' ,Unemploy7 PerSOnS.' OnemplC. Persons. Un'ernploy:-
(December), (000's) Mont rate: (000's) ment r4te (000's), ment rate

, .

(percent) (pereerit) . :. (percent)

,1966
1967:
1960.
1969.
1970

SOURCE
EmPloynieitt. an

5.3
4.9 197
4.2 . 170
5.2 227

,-.927:;

epartmentio

January iSSUes of ibis Series.
CData 'riot available td the; Task Force at time of writin

; -;.., .

108 14.6
.8 . '16.3
ureau of Labor Statistic&

-January -'1972; foreviods



Summary of Trends.

11

The trends described in the tables and discussion arc summarized here
in 18 brief graphs.

0 Figures 1 and
ployed.

show continuing growth in the total numbers em-

Figures 3 and 4 show the growth in numbers of males employed in
white-collar jobs and the downturn in the numbers of males employed
in professional-technical jobs.

Figures 5 and 6 show the recent change to a lower rate of growth in
numbers of public-school teachers and the outcome that there have
been decreases in the number of jobs for beginning teachers in 1970
and 1971.

Figuice,.7 shows the steady growth in the young male labor force, while
Fig,ire 8 shows the trend toward a fLontinued steep growth in the num-
bers of males receiving the bachelor's degree.

Figures 9 and 10 show the trend from
indicating that the number of job offers
than during preceding years.

Figures 11 and 12 show the evidence
Council surveks that the number of job
smaller than during the preceding years.

data in the Endicott surveys
to college graduates is smaller

from the College Placement
offers to college graduates is

Figures 13 and 14 show the significant increase in both the numbers
unemployed and the unemployment rate since 1969

Figures 15 and, 16 show that males age 20-24 have a proportionally
greater increase of unemployment since 1969 than the total labor force.

Figures 17 and 18 show that the nonwhite male labor force age 20-24 is
experiencing the same pattern of increased unemployment as that
shown for all males in this age group but at higher rates.
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FIGURES 13-18
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Implications of the Current Manpower Situation
Continuing annual growth is expected through the 1970's in both the

totai population available ,for employment, and in the numbers of college
graduates. These expectations provide ample reasons for'enlightened planning
to see that the promise of effectively uSing the enlarged supply of talent is
fully realized. The creation of appropriate employment for the enlarging
classes of college graduates will make it possible to accelerate the rate of
progress toward national goals in a variety of areas as well as to reduce the
impact of unemployment upon our economy.

Direction for specific types of jobs which need to be created may be
obtained from publications directed to national manpower goals and the
recommendations of various social and professional agencies about desirable
ways to improve the quality of life and work in this nation.

Increasing the number of jobs in public education would be the most
desirable area for enlarging the number of jobs for college graduates. Alloca-
tion of additional resources to public education will provide a greater return
on the investment than almost any other area because the quality of the
future of our nation rests to a great degree on the quality of education being
provided for future citizens and future members of the labor force.

The National Echication Association has announced each year the
specific types of jobs which need to be created to bring the'quality of public
education to minimum standards: In fall 1971 it was estimated that 565,800
additional teaching position§ were needed 'to 'provide the scope of program
and teaching conditions required for minimum, quality in education. These
additional teachers would be needed to reduce maximum class Sizes to reason-

,

able levels, provide special education services to at least half of the students
estimated to need them, provide kindergarten and nurseiy school education
to all children in this age group, and to enlarge the scope of school offerings.

Provision of resource. personnel 'and supportive professional services
woald require the addition of 'more. than '100,000 school librarians, at least
20,000 guidanee personnel fOr eleMentary schools alone, and a currently
unspeeified number of persons in other professional positions which need`to
be created to give all 'students and teachers'acceSs tci the.Services'of civalified
practitioners in pSychological; health.; and social service disciplineS. As in-
creased nUmbers of professional. personnel are available to the schools* for. .

research and evaluation, specifia direction will be- forthcoming: for.national
planning for improved schools through effective use cif the country's human
resources.
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